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    Manage your contacts, communicate, synchronize ACT! with Outlook, and more    

    You have a business or organization to run. ACT! is designed to make that easier, and this book helps you get your ACT! together. Here's how to set up ACT! 2007, enter and organize contact information, use ACT! to track activities, prioritize leads, and produce reports, and make it act exactly as you need it to.    

    Discover how to     

	View details on a particular contact     
	Generate faxes, e-mail, or snail mail to a list     
	Add fields to customize ACT!     
	Handle backups and eliminate duplications     
	Group and sort contacts


ACT! 2007 For Dummies is a reference book. As such, each chapter can be read independently and in the order you want. Each chapter focuses on a specific topic so you can dive right in, heading straight for the chapter that interests you most. Having said that, however, I must say that I’ve tried to put the chapters into a logical sequence so that those of you who are new to ACT! can just follow the bouncing ball from chapter to chapter. More experienced users can use the Table of Contents and the index to simply navigate from topic to topic as needed.

Essentially, this book is a nuts-and-bolts how-to guide for accomplishing various tasks. In addition, drawing on many of my own experiences as a full-time ACT! consultant and trainer, I include specific situations that should give you a feel for the full power of ACT!.

       About the Author
   Karen S. Fredricks began her life rather non-technically, growing up in Kenya. She attended high school in Beirut, Lebanon, where she developed her sense of humor while dodging bombs. After traveling all over the world, Karen ended up at the University of Florida and has been an ardent Gator fan ever since. In addition to undergraduate studies in English and accounting, Karen has a Master’s degree in psycholinguistics. Beginning her career teaching high school English and theatre, Karen switched to working with the PC during its inception in the early ’80s and has worked as a full-time computer consultant and trainer ever since.
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The Columbia Guide to Basic Elements of Eye Care: A Manual for Healthcare ProfessionalsSpringer, 2019

	
		This unique resource is a practical, easy-to-use guide for the non-ophthalmologist healthcare provider as they encounter patients with eye complaints and other concerning ophthalmic conditions. The Columbia Guide to Basic Elements of Eye Care is specifically designed with the non-ophthalmologist in mind, and provides a...
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Analysis and Synthesis of Logics: How to Cut and Paste Reasoning Systems (Applied Logic Series)Springer, 2008
Starting with simple examples showing the relevance of cutting and pasting logics, the monograph develops a mathematical theory of combining and decomposing logics, ranging from propositional and first-order based logics to higher-order based logics as well as to non-truth functional logics. The theory covers mechanisms for combining semantic...
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Chemically Bonded Phosphate Ceramics: Twenty-First Century Materials with Diverse ApplicationsElsevier Limited, 2005
A single source of for the science and applications of chemically bonded phosphate ceramics     

       The first chemically bonded phosphate ceramics (zinc phosphate dental cements) were developed over a century ago.  However it has only been in the last 30 years that a new breed of materials has been discovered.   This book brings...
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The Handbook of Homicide (Wiley Handbooks in Criminology and Criminal Justice)John Wiley & Sons, 2017

	The Handbook of Homicide presents a series of original essays by renowned authors from around the world, reflecting the latest scholarship on the nature, causes, and patterns of homicide, as well as policies and practices for its investigation and prevention.

	
		Includes comprehensive coverage of the complex phenomenon...
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Software Requirements (3rd Edition) (Developer Best Practices)Microsoft Press, 2013

	Now in its third edition, this classic guide to software requirements engineering has been fully updated with new topics, examples, and guidance. Two leaders in the requirements community have teamed up to deliver a contemporary set of practices covering the full range of requirements development and management activities on software...
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Objects, Agents, and Features: International Seminar, Dagstuhl Castle, Germany, February 16-21, 2003, Revised and Invited PapersSpringer, 2004
This book is the outcome of an international research seminar on objects, agents, and features held at Dagstuhl Castle, Germany in February 2003.
In recent years, concepts in object-oriented modeling and programming have been extended in variuos directions, giving rise to new paradigms such as agent-orientation and feature orientation. This...
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